Pure F-actin networks are distorted and branched by steps in the critical-point drying method.
Elucidation of the ultrastructural organization of actin networks is crucial for understanding the molecular mechanisms underlying actin-based motility. Results obtained from cytoskeletons and actin comets prepared by the critical-point procedure, followed by rotary shadowing, support recent models incorporating actin filament branching as a main feature of lamellipodia and pathogen propulsion. Since actin branches were not evident in earlier images obtained by negative staining, we explored how these differences arise. Accordingly, we have followed the structural fate of dense networks of pure actin filaments subjected to steps of the critical-point drying protocol. The filament networks have been visualized in parallel by both cryo-electron microscopy and negative staining. Our results demonstrate the selective creation of branches and other artificial structures in pure F-actin networks by the critical-point procedure and challenge the reliability of this method for preserving the detailed organization of actin assemblies that drive motility.